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SCDM is going to Los Angeles!
Come join us!
The 2012 SCDM Annual Conference is approaching fast and we couldn’t be more excited about this year’s event!
The SCDM Annual Conference is the world’s largest education event for clinical data managers and related professionals, attracting over
600 attendees from across North America and around the world. This year, our conference runs September 22-25 in Los Angeles, CA.
Our meeting point will be J.W. Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE, where all educational sessions, the exhibition, registration, and social events
will take place.
If you haven’t registered yet, there is still time! Don’t miss out on joining your colleagues at this year’s ‘must attend’ professional
development event in sunny L.A.!
We look forward to seeing you there!

Conference Highlights
•

Pre-conference workshops: high-level industry professionals
will offer in-depth instruction in important CDM topics in
an interactive learning environment

•

World-class education sessions: the conference is focused
on today’s challenges in clinical data management through
thought-provoking, relevant session topics

•

Fifth Annual FDA/SCDM Forum: A debate and exchange
of views on Data Quality and Standards you won’t want
to miss

•	Exhibition: the exhibition hall is a thriving portion of the
SCDM Annual Conference, giving an unparalleled forum to
build and solidify relationships through person-to-person
marketing and communication
•	Networking Receptions: Exchange views and reunite with
your industry colleagues at our Opening Reception and
Data Driven Innovation Award Reception
For complete session information, check out
the preliminary program!

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

Extend your knowledge
and improve your skills
Looking to get some extra professional development before the conference officially starts? If so, we encourage you to register
for one of two exclusive pre-conference workshops that will be held on Saturday, September 22. Led by top experts in the
field, these sessions offer in-depth, interactive instruction on important topics in clinical data management.

Registration
To register to the pre-conference workshops, simply select the ‘full registration’ or ‘pre-conference workshops only’ options on
the online form.

Pre-Conference Workshop I
Information Quality in Clinical Research
Saturday, September 22
08.00 AM – 05.00 PM (coffee, tea and water will be provided
throughout the workshop)
Rate: $875.00
If you have ever wondered how to measure data quality in
EDC trials, or if some Electronic Health Record data were of
adequate quality to use for a clinical trial, this workshop is
for you! Several years of experience as a data manager are
required. Familiarity with how your organization assesses data
quality in clinical trials will also be helpful but not required.

Pre-Conference Workshop II
Data Requirements needed for an FDA submission
Saturday, September 22
01.00 PM – 05.00 PM (coffee, tea and water will be provided
throughout the workshop)
Rate: $435.00
Participants in this workshop will learn the dataset
requirements and components in an FDA submission.

For more information on these pre-conference
workshops, click here!
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Conference Kick-off
On behalf of our 2012 SCDM Annual Conference Diamond Sponsor, RPS, we invite you to join us at a welcome reception to
officially open the conference. Located in the exhibition hall, the opening reception gives attendees the chance to reunite with
friends and network with industry leaders in a fun and casual environment.
This reception will end early enough to allow you and your colleagues to enjoy a night out in Los Angeles.

Opening Reception
Saturday, September 22
05:30 PM – 08:00 PM
Exhibition Hall (Diamond Ballroom, 3rd floor)
J.W. Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE
Los Angeles, CA
Should you wish to attend, to enjoy a drink and network,
simply check the box in the online registration form indicating that you wish to join.
Thank you to our opening reception sponsor:

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

Diamond Sponsor
of the 2012 SCDM
Annual Conference

RPS, The Next Generation CRO, provides comprehensive global Phase I-IV clinical development solutions to the
Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, Medical Device and Diagnostic industries. By combining an experienced clinical
research operations infrastructure with the industry's largest resourcing engines, RPS is uniquely positioned to
offer our Customers a broad spectrum of outsourcing solutions. These solutions range from globally Embedded
functional and cross-functional programs to enhanced global full-service solutions, and are powered by highly
experienced project teams providing innovative, seamless, cost-effective and high quality services. With more
than 4,000 employees, RPS operates in 64 countries across the globe.
Careers at RPS offer the opportunity to work in your area of interest and expertise at the leading global
pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device companies. Visit our career specialists at Booth 119 to
learn more.
Corporate Headquarters: 520 Virginia Drive • Fort Washington, PA 19034
phone: +1.215.540.0700 • fax: +1.215.540.0770 • www.rpsweb.com
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Keynote Speaker
Dr. Daniel Kraft
Executive Director, FutureMed
Medical Track Chair, Singularity University
Founder & CEO, IntelliMedicine
Inventor of the MarrowMiner

The Keynote Speech will take place on Sunday,
September 23 and will be followed by a Q&A session.
We are proud to announce that Dr. Daniel Kraft, FutureMed’s
Executive Director, will be our Keynote Speaker. He is a
Stanford and Harvard trained physician-scientist, inventor,
entrepreneur and innovator.
Dr. Kraft has over 20 years of experience in clinical practice,
biomedical research and healthcare innovation. He chairs the
Medicine track for Singularity University and is Executive
Director for FutureMed, a program which explores convergent,
exponentially developing technologies and their potential in
biomedicine and healthcare.
Dr. Kraft recently founded IntelliMedicine, focused on
enabling connected, data driven, and integrated personalized
medicine. He is also the inventor of the MarrowMiner, an
FDA approved device for the minimally invasive harvest of
bone marrow, and founded RegenMed Systems, a company
developing technologies to enable adult stem cell based
regenerative therapies.

Following undergraduate degrees at Brown and medical
school at Stanford, Dr. Kraft was board certified in the Harvard
combined Internal Medicine and Pediatrics residency program
at the Massachusetts General and Boston Children’s Hospital,
and completed Stanford fellowships in hematology/oncology
& bone marrow transplantation, and extensive research in
stem cell biology and regenerative medicine. He has multiple
scientific publications (including in Nature and Science),
medical device, immunology and stem cell related patents
through faculty positions with Stanford University School of
Medicine and as clinical faculty for the pediatric bone marrow
transplantation service at UCSF.
Dr. Kraft is an avid pilot and serves in the California Air
National guard as an officer and flight surgeon with an F-16
fighter Squadron. He has conducted research on aerospace
medicine that was published with NASA, with whom he was a
finalist for astronaut selection.

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

Data Driven Innovation
Award Reception
Co-sponsored by TalentMine and SCDM
Sunday, September 23
06.00 PM – 09.00 PM at ICON L.A. Ultra Lounge
1248, Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

*Attendees are asked to RSVP to this
event when registering for the conference.
If you did not RSVP when registering,
please contact info@scdm.org to do so.

All attendees, exhibitors and sponsors are welcome to this reception!*
SCDM created the Data Driven Innovation Award program in 2007 to recognize important vendor/sponsor relationships and to build
awareness of new technology in the CDM field. The program recognizes the year’s best advancement in CDM, and rewards innovation that
improves technology or processes within clinical research studies.
Want to be the first to discover which company wins for best industry innovation? Attend the 2012 DDIA Reception for the award
presentation, dinner, refreshments and entertainment! Join TalentMine and SCDM in celebrating the finest achievements in CDM while
enjoying a breathtaking view of L.A.! ICON L.A. Ultra Lounge, one of DTLA’s premier venues, will be the setting for our reception. (Limited
beverages, different food options and a cash bar will be available).
The venue is located at walking distance (0.4 miles or +/- 10 minutes) from the JW Marriott L.A. Live. Due to the proximity of both venues,
we would like to inform participants that no specific transportation will be organized.

World-Class Education Sessions
The SCDM Annual Conference features one-of-a-kind sessions on a wide variety of CDM issues that you care about. Led by your peers and
colleagues, these sessions feature discussion and debate that will enhance your understanding of industry hot topics and ensure that you
leave the conference with a greater awareness of current trends in the field.
Add value to your company by expanding your knowledge with these diverse education sessions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2012 FDA-SCDM Forum
Adaptive Trials: What are they, and how are they different
for Data Managers?
CDASH, SDTM and ADaM: How do they fit together?
CDM role in the FDA Guidance of Risk-Based Approach
to Monitoring
Clinical Endpoint Adjudication: A clinical trial within
a clinical trial?
Clinical Research Informatics: The Foundation, Benefits
and Future of Data Management
Data Management For Medical Devices: The Important
Differences and Unique Challenges
Data Management: Core Functions Under the Spotlight
eSource: It’s more than Data
Finding or Becoming a Mentor in Data Management

• How to be a Leader in Data Management
• Managing Data (and more) at the Program Level
•	Outsourcing DM: How to Get the Most Value out of
a Partnership
• Risk-based Approach to Monitoring: The Way of the Future
• Rock, Paper, Scissors, Technology: The Impact of
Technological Advances on the DM Landscape
•	Technology Drivers as Motivators for Change
•	Using Metadata in the Real World
• Working Together for Success – CDMs and CRAs
in the 21st Century

For more information on these sessions, check out
the preliminary program online!

Transforming your business while you’re busy running it.
There is a certain way.
In a fast-evolving marketplace which demands leadership that brings results, there exists a way of certainty: Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS). With TCS as your strategic advisor and partner, the ever-changing new landscapes of business become new vistas of
opportunity, from digitally connected consumers to big data to emerging markets to end-to-end solutions for transforming your
organization. TCS is a preferred partner for top global pharmaceutical companies to provide Clinical Data Management (CDM)
services. Our extensive experience in managing data for paper based and EDC trials across all phases and numerous therapeutic
areas using various data management tools, ensures that clinical trials objectives are met through our in depth domain knowledge
flexibility, accuracy and speed. Visit tcs.com/bpo and you're certain to learn more.
IT Services
Business Solutions
Outsourcing

Join us for

live demonstration of

Integrated Data
Management Platform

ENTER TO wIN
AN APPLE iPAd

in Cloud.

schedule A demo At
MERGE.cOM/ScdM
booth #201-b

All the study support capabilities
you need in a SINGLE PLATFORM
Any trial, any data, at any time, over any
modality – including mobile devices

Annual SCDM 2012

Booth: 213
www.maxisit.com

Make PharmaNet/i3, the inVentiv Health
clinical business, your partner for global
product development solutions.

Visit booth #105
to win a Kindle Fire!

Experience the unparalleled service of 7,000
employees in more than 30 countries, our expanded
therapeutic expertise, our strategic resourcing
solutions, and our unwavering commitment to quality.
For pharmaceutical, biotechnology, generic drug,
and medical device companies of all sizes around the
world — PharmaNet|i3 works for you.
Visit us at booth #101 to learn more about
PharmaNet|i3 Strategic Resourcing.

1 609 951 6800
www.pharmanet-i3.com

Phase I-IV

Strategic Resourcing

Consulting

Bioanalytical
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Over 60 Industry Leaders
under One Roof
LIST OF EXHIBITORS

The exhibition hall attracts leading vendors looking to display their new products and provide solutions to your challenges.
As an attendee, you have access to the industry’s best in one convenient location.

List of exhibitors
BOOTH
COMPANY
NUMBER

BOOTH
COMPANY
NUMBER

200

Acceliant

325

Innoventz

311

Advanced Clinical

204

Integrated Clinical Systems, Inc.

302

Applied Clinical Trials

319

Liaison Technologies

321

Aris Global

213

MaxisIT, Inc.

206

assisTek

308

Medidata Solutions

328/330

Axiom Real-Time Metrics Inc.

117

MedNet Solutions

123

BioClinica, Inc.

201b

Merge

327

CDISC

226

Nextrials

301

Cerner Corporation

207

Octagon Research Solutions, Inc.

312

ClinDatrix, Inc.

309

Ofni Systems

125

ClinForce

225/227

OmniComm Systems, Inc.

221

Clinical Ink

105

OpenClinica

217

Cmed Group

203/205

Optum

317

Cognizant

210

Perceptive Informatics

318

Comprehend Clinical

101/103

PharmaNet/i3

201

Corporate Translations

223

PharmaPros

111/113

CRF Health

313

PHT Corporation

320

Datatrial Ltd.

224

Premier Research

307

DDi (MakroCare)

202

Promedica International

222

DSG, Inc.

218/220

Quintiles

329

Duke Center for Health Informatics

119/121

RPS

230

DZS Software Solutions/Clinplus

208

SDC

323

e-novex

107

TalentMine

127/129

eClinical Solutions, a division of Eliassen Group

310

Tata Consultancy Services

306

Eclinso

324

Tech Observer

212

EDETEK, Inc.

305

The Clinical Resource Network

300

EMB Statistical Solutions, LLC

219

Theorem Clinical Research

326

ERT

214

Thesaurus Information & Strategies, Inc. (ThesIS)

314

Formedix

109

Uppsala Monitoring Centre

303

GCE Solutions Inc.

304

Valesta Clinical Research Solutions

228

Green Key Resources

211

Viedoc

209

IDDI

101b

Wincere Inc.

229

INC Research

L I ST O F E X H I B I TO R S

The exhibition hall is a thriving portion of the SCDM Annual Conference, giving companies and attendees an unparalleled forum
to build and solidify relationships through face-to-face interaction.

Exhibition Hall floor plan
Exhibition Hall Hours
Saturday: 05.30 PM – 08.00 PM
Sunday: 10.00 AM – 05.00 PM
Monday: 10.00 AM – 03.30 PM

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

Fifth Annual FDA-SCDM Forum
For the fifth consecutive year, SCDM will bring the conference to a close with our annual FDA/SCDM forum. Be there for this unique
opportunity where FDA participants will describe the progress towards a new electronic future and share their views on a number of
Center and Agency initiatives and programs.
We continue to ask the motivating questions: What is the vision? How is it changing? How does all of this affect you and your companies?
This is a ‘need-to-know’ opportunity for data management professionals – a chance to listen, to learn and to be partners in this important
process. Please bring your knowledge, your problems, your questions, and your solutions to this Fifth Annual FDA-SCDM Forum.

Join us on Tuesday, September 25 from 10.00 AM – 11.30 AM
for this exclusive forum that you’ll only see at the SCDM Annual Conference!

relies on data-driven insight to
enhance quality and productivity.
With over 30 years of therapeutic expertise, proven
clinical trial processes and an innovative knowledge
engine, Quintiles leverages unprecedented access to
data across the drug development continuum – helping
you make better decisions faster. Learn more at
www.quintiles.com/TheDataDrivenDifference

c linical

| com me rcial | consul ting | capital
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Product Demonstrations
TCSforCompany
Mark
- Stacked
- 3conference?
lines
Looking for a unique demonstration
our sponsors’
products
at the
Join Acceliant, Quintiles, TATA Consultancy
Services and RPS for product demonstrations
morning on Monday and Tuesday.
For use in 2Deach
applications
Representatives from each company will hold a demonstration of their technology or service, and allow an open forum for
attendees to ask questions. These demonstration sessions will be held first thing in the morning at 07.15 AM and 07.00 AM.

Artwork provided. Please do not rec

Tata Consultancy Services Identity Guidelin

The demonstration sessions are open to all attendees
Grab our breakfast and learn about the new and innovative products and services offered to the DM community!

X

X

X

X
.5X

X
.5X

X

X
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Conference Extras
Exhibit Hall Bingo-Traffic Builder
Attendees will be given a Bingo Card upon registration and instructed to visit all participating exhibitors listed
on the card. Each participating exhibitor will initial their square as confirmation the attendee stopped to learn
about the products and services they offer.
When all squares have been initialled, the attendee will drop their Bingo Card off at the SCDM registration desk
and be eligible for a drawing to receive a variety of prizes. The drawing will take place in the exhibit hall on
Monday, September 24 at 03.00PM

BIOCLINICA EXPRESS is the
proven solution for electronic data capture.
EXPRESS has the STRENGTH
• On-demand
• Filtering

data exports and electronic case reports

and viewing status tools

• Comprehensive

Ready
to try a
different
angle?

• 24/7

forms library
U.S.-based support

EXPRESS has the FLEXIBILITY
• Customizable
• Easy

to use interface with no pop-up windows

• Web-based
• Full

proﬁles so sites only see relevant screens

for portability

integration with the BioClinica eClinical suite

Learn how Express makes trials easier
at bioclinica.com/express912.

Global clinical trial solutions. Real-world results.

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

Green Meeting Initiatives
SCDM is committed to doing its part to preserve the Earth and the beauty of our host cities. In 2012, SCDM will take the following steps
to reduce the environmental impact of our conference:
•
•
•
•

Provide conference attendees with reusable, BPA-free water bottles, rather than serving water in disposable cups or bottles
Provide recycling bins throughout the conference area for the disposal of aluminum, plastic, glass and paper
Produce an all-digital preliminary program and call for abstracts to reduce unnecessary printing
Arrange discounted pricing for shared-ride services between the airport and host hotel

Here’s what you can do to help:
•	Take advantage of shared ride services or public transit instead of traveling alone
• Recycle your conference program and printed materials, as well as other waste
• Donate unwanted conference promotional items

ur E

yo
ange

Ch

e

am
DC G

…IN YOUR NEXT TRIAL

Integrated EDC and ePRO
 CDISC Compliant  User-Friendly for All Trial Phases
 Integrated Coding Module  Integrated Learning Management System

What more can

 Multilingual Support on Same Trial  Patient and Site Focused Portal
 Unified and Simple Trial Build and Deployment

do...

 Paper, Electronic and Mobile Data Capture on Same Trial
 Fast Migration Path from Existing Systems  Cloud Ready

Call: 408-387-5899

|

Email: info@acceliant.com

|

www.acceliant.com
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Panel Discussion
Data Quality Panel Session
In this session, Avoca will present survey data from
the company’s industry research on quality and
oversight and recent data from the Avoca Quality
Consortium to serve as a catalyst for interactive
discussion with an Executive Panel and the audience.
Root causes of quality issues, ‘disconnects’ between
sponsors and CROs, and best practices for ensuring a
proactive approach to monitoring and oversight will
be explored.
As part of the session, we will discuss how sponsorCRO interactions can either support or interfere
with the quality execution of outsourced clinical
trials. We will examine whether the introduction of
standards for documenting expectations for quality
and standards for measuring quality can result in
increased efficiency, cost savings and higher quality.

Take ofcontrol
your clinical research


Build it your way



Fast and intuitive



Affordable

Configure your own studies with ease
Set up and deploy in days...not weeks or months
A low cost, pay-as-you-go SaaS-based solution

Schedule an iMedNet Demo



(866) 258-2735
contact@mednetstudy.com



mednetstudy.com

These topics will be discussed with an Executive
Panel of industry professionals including
representatives from Amgen, Purdue Pharma,
Cmed Clinical Services and PharmaNet-i3.

Panel Leader
Denise Calaprice-Whitty, Executive Director of
Survey Research and Relationship Management
Programs, The Avoca Group, Inc.

Panellists
• Mitchell Katz, Executive Director Medical Research
Operations, Purdue Pharma L.P.
• 	Elspeth Carnan, Executive Director, Head Global
Clinical Site Management, Global Development
Operations, Amgen
• 	Gregg Dearhammer, President, PharmaNet/i3,
Strategic Resourcing
• Harshad Sodha, Senior Director, Global Clinical
Data Management, Cmed Clinical Services

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

Our Host, ‘The City of Angels’
About Los Angeles
The city is the focal point of the larger Los Angeles–Long Beach–Santa Ana metropolitan statistical area and Greater Los Angeles Area
region, making it one of the most populous metropolitan areas in the world and the second largest in the United States. Los Angeles is one
of the most ethnically diverse counties in the United States, while the entire area has been recognized as the most diverse of the nation’s
largest cities. The city is home to renowned institutions covering a broad range of professional and cultural fields and is one of the most
substantial economic engines within the USA.
As the home base of Hollywood, it is also known as the ‘Entertainment Capital of the World’, leading the world in the creation of motion
pictures, television productions, stage productions, video games, and recorded music. The importance of the entertainment business to
the city has led many celebrities to call Los Angeles and its surrounding suburbs home.

Famous Angelenos

Main Attractions

Marilyn Monroe (1926-1962) Actress Marilyn Monroe, originally named
Norma Jeane Mortenson overcame a difficult childhood to become
one of the world’s biggest and most enduring sex symbols. During her
career, Monroe’s films grossed more than $200 million. She died of a
drug overdose in 1962 at age 36.

While you are here, make sure to experience…
•	Universal Studios Hollywood
• Warner Bros. Studios
• Legoland California

Theodore H. Maiman (1927-2006) American physicist who created the
first laser, a device that produces light in which the rays are all of the
same wavelength and phase.

•	Kodak Theatre

Etta James (1938-2012) Grammy-award winner Etta James is a Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame inductee and one of the most dynamic jazz, gospel,
r&b, rock, and soul singers in music today.

• Aquarium of the Pacific

Liza Minnelli (1946) The daughter of Judy Garland is a star in her own
right. Her finest film role was playing Sally Bowles in the 1972 musical
Cabaret.
Sally Ride (1951-2012) Dr. Sally Ride, Ph.D. studied at Stanford University
before beating out 1000 other applicants for a spot in NASA’s
astronaut program. In 1983, astronaut and astrophysicist Sally Ride
became the first American woman in space aboard the space shuttle
Challenger.
Jeff Bridges (1949) Successful and beloved American film actor. He won
the Academy Award for Best Actor for his role as ‘Bad Blake’ in the film
Crazy Heart.
Leonardo DiCaprio (1974) American actor who emerged in the 1990s
as one of Hollywood’s leading performers, noted for his portrayals of
complex characters.
Angelina Jolie (1975) American actress who has received an Academy
Award, two Screen Actors Guild Awards, and three Golden Globe
Awards. Jolie promotes humanitarian causes, noted for her work with
refugees as a Goodwill Ambassador for the U.N. She has been cited as
one of the world’s most attractive people, for which she has received
substantial media attention.

• Hollywood Museum
• Pacific Park on the Santa Monica Pear
• Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens
• California Science Center IMAX Movie
• Santa Monica Pier Aquarium
• Huntington Library, Art Collections and Botanical Gardens
•	Griffith Observatory
•	Getty Center
• Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
•	The Hollywood Sign
• Hollywood Boulevard
• Staples Center

Discover more about
what Los Angeles
has to offer here!

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

WHEN IT COMES
TO INTUITIVE
eDIARIES,
MORE THAN 90%
OF PATIENTS
FIND OURS ARE
WORLD CLASS1

Optimizing Clinical Trials
Concept to Conclusion™

Comprehensive cloud-based
platform of innovative
applications, including:
•
•

Our easy-to-use electronic clinical outcome assessment
(eCOA) solutions promote a positive patient experience,
enabling us to consistently generate industry leading
compliance rates.2 Talk to us today to learn more
www.crfhealth.com

•
•

Site-preferred EDC/CDM
Risk-based monitoring
Centralized medical coding
Advanced safety data
collection

Visit Medidata booth #308 to
learn more.

Visit us at Booth 111
1. Industry Standard Research 2012
2. Data on file

www.mdsol.com | +1 866 515 6044 | info@mdsol.com

The Clinical Data Repository That Puts
The Intel In Your Business Intelligence

20TH CENTURY BUSINESS HABITS
BELONG THERE.
The old ways won’t cut it anymore. That’s why we’re helping companies around the
world rethink the way they compete, reinvent the way they work and rewire the way
they operate. In short: embrace a more collaborative, flexible and global approach.
Because today it’s the specific way a business takes care of business that determines
how far it will go tomorrow.
Business Consulting
Application Services

IT Infrastructure Services
Business Process Outsourcing

Please visit eClinical Solutions at booth #127/129 for
a complimentary massage during SCDM’s Annual
Conference in Los Angeles.

THE FUTURE IS NOW.
LET’S PUT IT TO WORK.
cognizant.com/futureofwork

866.961.3542

www.eclinicalsol.com
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Travel & Accommodation
Whether you’re coming by plane, train or car, SCDM would like to make your travel as easy as possible. We have put
together some information regarding travel to Los Angeles so you can find the best and most affordable way to join us!
•	The nearest airports to the JW Marriott Hotel Los Angeles at L.A. LIVE are Los Angeles International Airport – LAX and
Bob Hope Airport – BUR, located approximately 17 miles, and respectively 16 miles away. Transportation information is
available on the Los Angeles International Airport – LAX, and Bob Hope Airport – BUR websites.
•

Shared ride service to and from the airports is available from SuperShuttle. SCDM has secured a 10% discount on
applicable prices for the airport shuttle service to the conference venue. You must make your reservation in advance
at the following link to receive this discount.

•

Further Travel Information can also be found on the 2012 SCDM Annual Conference website.

STAYING IN LOS ANGELES

All SCDM educational programs and the exhibition hall will be
held in the beautiful JW Marriott Hotel Los Angeles at L.A. LIVE,
located steps from the STAPLES Center, the LA Convention
Center, Nokia Theatre, the GRAMMY Museum and more.
We have arranged a discounted rate through the hotel for our
attendees but unfortunately, due to the high demand and
popularity of the destination, the rooms are sold out at this stage.
Please find here below an alternative hotel property to book
your accommodation at only a 5-minute walk from the JW
Marriott:
Luxe City Centre
1020 S. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015 USA
Tel: 213-748-1291
Web: www.luxecitycenter.com/

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

We look forward to seeing you!
We hope you have a better idea as to what you’ll take away from this year’s conference. SCDM would like to thank all of the sponsors and
exhibitors, as well as the Annual Conference Taskforce for making this year’s event possible.
We’re confident that you’ll find the 2012 Annual Conference to be an unparalleled opportunity to expand your knowledge and enhance
your career…and of course, have a little fun, too!
Be sure and save the date for next year’s Annual Conference, taking place September 10th – 13th in Chicago, Illinois.
The 2013 Annual Conference homepage will be up on scdm.org soon, so check back for more details.
If you have any questions about the 2012 SCDM Annual Conference or registration, please don’t hesitate to contact us at info@scdm.org.

We’ll see you in Los Angeles!

Save the Date for the 2013 SCDM Annual Conference!

www.scdm.org/2012scdm

